Custom Shop Services

NOTE: Parts and shipping are not included in pricing.
Custom Trigger
Pistol
Bolt Rifle
Semi-Automatic Rifle
AR style Platform
Shotgun

Price
$ 125.00
$ 150.00
$ 200.00
$ 100.00
quoted

Barrel Fitting - Replacement
Pistol, Revolver
Rifle, Bolt Action
Rifle, AR Platform
Shotgun

$ 175.00 and up
$ 150.00 and up
$ 100.00 and up
$ 200.00 and up

Barrel Threading
Rifle Accurizing

$ 175.00 and up
$ 475.00 and up

Jeweling Services
Pistol Hammer, revolver
Pistol bolt, semi auto
Rifle bolt
Custom Jeweling

$ 75.00
$ 125.00
$ 150.00
quoted

Laser Engraving

quoted

Custom Shop Services
Custom Forearm Stock Modifications
Polymer
Wood

$ 75.00
$ 125.00

Service Descriptions:
Custom Trigger: Depending on the trigger group or parts to be installed there will be a series of activities
including; detailed disassembly of the firearm, inspection of new parts with polishing and modification
as required for proper fitting to reduce/eliminate trigger creep and adjustment of trigger pull.
Barrel Fitting/replacement: The receiver and barrel group will be disassembled and inspected in
preparation for adjustment, tuning and fitting of the barrel for increased accuracy and performance.
Barrel Threading: The barrel, regardless of style and design will be properly threaded for the client
requested thread per inch (TPI) requirements. NOTE: Barrels with patterns such as 1/2, 28 cannot be rethreaded to a larger thread pattern such as 5/8, 24 without cutting the barrel. Barrels that require
upward changes in TPI will require barrels to be cut just below the existing thread pattern before being
refitted to the new pattern.
Jeweling Services: Engine turning better known as "Jeweling" of firearms parts requires the use of
specialized tools and abrasives to create "artistic" or geometric patterns in the metal.
Laser Engraving: Our laser engraving processes can be applied to any firearm surface. We can engrave
logos, phrases and just about any other design you desire.
Custom Forearm Stock Modifications: We specialize in modifying polymer and wood forearms for rifles
and shotguns to accept Picatinny rails and attachments.
Other Services: If you don't see what you need please call and ask. We are a full service shop (847) 3414913.

